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Futurist Women broadens current debates on Futurism and literary studies by demonstrating
the expanding global impact of women Futurist artists and writers in the period succeeding the
First World War. This study initially focuses on the local: the making of the self in the work by
the women who were affiliated with the journal L'Italia futurista during World War I in Florence.
But then it broadens its field of inquiry to the global. It compares the achievements of these
women with those of key precursors and followers. It also conceives these women's work as
an ongoing dialogue with contemporary political and scientific trends in Europe and North
America, especially first wave feminism, eugenics, naturism and esotericism. Finally, it
examines the vital importance and repercussions of these women's ideas in current debates on
gender and the posthuman condition. This ground-breaking study will prove invaluable for all
scholars and upper-level students of modern European literature, Futurism, and gender
studies.
From the bestselling author of I Didn't Do My Homework Because... comes an irresistible
meditation on the quest for connection. When an elephant falls in love, he does many foolish
things. He hides when the elephant-object of his affection is around. He writes dozens of
letters that he will never send. And he tries to be healthy, but ends up finishing the
cheesecake. This soulful book is at once relatable and revealing, a reminder that love is worth
striving for, and that the very best things in life will come to those who wait. Plus, this is the
fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.
This book examines reconstruction and resilience of historic cities and societies from multiple
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disciplinary and complementary perspectives and, by doing so, it helps researchers and
practitioners alike, among them reconstruction managers, urban governance and
professionals. The book builds on carefully selected and updated papers accepted for the 2019
Silk Cities international conference on ‘reconstruction, recovery and resilience of historic cities
and societies’, the third Silk Cities conference held in L’Aquila, Italy, 10-12 July 2019, working
with University of L’Aquila and UCL. This multi-scale, and multidisciplinary book offers crosssectoral and complimentary voices from multiple stakeholders, including academia, urban
governance, NGOs and local populations. It examines post-disaster reconstruction strategies
and case studies from Europe, Asia and Latin America that provide a valuable collection for
anyone who would like to get a global overview on the subject matter. It thereby enables a
deeper understanding of challenges, opportunities and approaches in dealing with historic
cities facing disasters at various geographical scales. Additionally, it brings together historical
approaches to the reconstruction of historical cities and those of more recent times. Thus, it
can be used as a reference book for global understanding of the subject matter.
The Cahiers/Notebooks of Paul Valéry are a unique form of writing. They reveal Valéry as one
of the most radical and creative minds of the twentieth century, encompassing a wide range of
investigation into all spheres of human activity. His work explores the arts, the sciences,
philosophy, history and politics, investigating linguistic, psychological and social issues, all
linked to the central questions, relentlessly posed: 'what is the human mind and how does it
work?', 'what is the potential of thought and what are its limits?' But we encounter here too,
Valéry the writer: exploratory, fragmentary texts undermine the boundaries between analysis
and creativity, between theory and practice. Neither journal nor diary, eluding the traditional
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genres of writing, the Notebooks offer lyrical passages, writing of extreme beauty, prose
poems of extraordinary descriptive power alongside theoretical considerations of poetics, ironic
aphorisms and the most abstract kind of analysis. The concerns and the insights that occupied
Valéry's inner voyages over more than 50 years remain as relevant as ever for the
contemporary reader: for the Self that is his principal subject is at once singular and universal.
Shapes reshape themselves into different animals.
The Plastics Paradox is the first and only book to reveal the truth about plastics and the
environment. Based on over 400 scientific articles, it dispels the myths that the public believe
today. We are told that plastics are not green when in fact, they are usually the greenest
choice according to lifecycle analysis (LCA) We are told that plastics create a waste problem
when they are proven to dramatically reduce waste, for example replacing 1lb of plastic
requires 3-4lb of the replacement material We are told that plastics take 1000 years to degrade
when in fact a plastic bag disintegrates in just one year outdoors We are led to believe that
plastic bags and straws are an issue when in fact they barely register in the statistics The list
goes on... Everything you believe now is untrue and we are making policies that harm the
environment based on bad information. After reading The Plastics Paradox you will be able to
make wise choices that help create a brighter future for us and for our children.
Explains basic features and modeling concepts of the various functions of SAS Activity-Based
Management, including (but not limited to) building modeling components (such as drivers,
modules, and assignments) and working with tasks.
Este livro ensina a utilizar os novos recursos do InDesign CS3, uma ferramenta de design e
produção. Cada capítulo é uma lição. O leitor vai seguindo os passos indicados no texto,
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praticando nos arquivos contidos no CD-ROM que acompanha o livro. Ele pode ler o livro do
começo ao fim ou escolher as lições que lhe interessam.
ABC d'arte. Lettere nascoste nei quadriA B C rivista d'arteComposing for the CinemaThe
Theory and Praxis of Music in FilmScarecrow Press
Cosimo di Rondó, a young Italian nobleman of the eighteenth century, rebels against his
parents by climbing into the trees and remaining there for the rest of his life. He adapts
efficiently to an existence in the forest canopy—he hunts, sows crops, plays games with earthbound friends, fights forest fires, solves engineering problems, and even manages to have love
affairs. From his perch in the trees, Cosimo sees the Age of Enlightenment pass by and a new
century dawn.
Witchcraft and magic are topics of enduring interest for many reasons. The main one lies in
their extraordinary interdisciplinarity: anthropologists, folklorists, historians, and more have
contributed to build a body of work of extreme variety and consistence. Of course, this also
means that the subjects themselves are not easy to assess. In a very general way, we can
define witchcraft as a supernatural means to cause harm, death, or misfortune, while magic
also belongs to the field of supernatural, or at least esoteric knowledge, but can be used to
less dangerous effects (e.g., divination and astrology). In Western civilization, however, the
witch hunt has set a very peculiar perspective in which diabolical witchcraft, the invention of the
Sabbat, the persecution of many thousands of (mostly) female and (sometimes) male
presumed witches gave way to a phenomenon that is fundamentally different from traditional
witchcraft. This Special Issue of Religions dedicated to Witchcraft, Demonology, and Magic
features nine articles that deal with four different regions of Europe (England, Germany,
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Hungary, and Italy) between Late Medieval and Modern times in different contexts and social
milieus. Far from pretending to offer a complete picture, they focus on some topics that are
central to the research in those fields and fit well in the current “cumulative concept of Western
witchcraft” that rules out all mono-causality theories, investigating a plurality of causes.
Presents colorful paintings on split pages to allow young readers to mix up the pictures to
make new artistic creations. On board pages.

This volume is based on a poem by Edward Lear, published in 1877, that was
illustrated and organized afterwards by Lica Sainciuc over a long period of
1978-1988-2008 into a book, in which the last also used old drawings by Edward Lear.
A tale of childhood friendship by the award-winning creator of The Very Hungry
Caterpillar features a spunky boy who ventures across rivers, over mountains and
through rainstorms to reunite with a best friend who has moved away, in a story that is
complemented by Carle's signature painted paper collage artwork and dedicated to the
author's longtime wife.
When Virginia wakes up feeling "wolfish," her sister, Vanessa, tries to cheer her up.
After treats, funny faces and other efforts fail, Vanessa begins to paint a glorious mural
depicting the world of the sisters’ imagination. Will it help lift Virginia from her
doldrums?
A History of Architectural Conservation expands knowledge about the conservation of
ancient monuments, works of art and historic buildings. It includes the origins of the
interest in conservation within the European context, and the development of the
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concepts from Antiquity and the Renaissance to the present day. Jokilehto illustrates
how this development has influenced international collaboration in the protection and
conservation of cultural heritage, and how it has formed the principal concepts and
approach to conservation and restoration in today's multi-cultural society. This book is
based on archival research of original documents and the study of key restoration
examples in countries that have influenced the international conservation movement.
Accessible and of great interest to students and the general public it includes
conservation trends in Europe, the USA, India, Iran and Japan.
Mattia Pascal endures a life of drudgery in a provincial town. Then, providentially, he
discovers that he has been declared dead. Realizing he has a chance to start over, to
do it right this time, he moves to a new city, adopts a new name, and a new course of
life—only to find that this new existence is as insufferable as the old one. But when he
returns to the world he left behind, it's too late: his job is gone, his wife has remarried.
Mattia Pascal's fate is to live on as the ghost of the man he was. An explorer of identity
and its mysteries, a connoisseur of black humor, Nobel Prize winner Luigi Pirandello is
among the most teasing and profound of modern masters. The Late Mattia Pascal, here
rendered into English by the outstanding translator William Weaver, offers an irresistible
introduction to this great writer's work
This book is suitable for children age 4 and above. “The Fox and the Stork” is a story
about a stork that goes to a fox’s house for dinner. The fox decides to make fun of a
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stork by treating it to a plate of soup. The stork is unable to drink the soup and leaves
the fox’s house hungry. The stork decides to teach the fox a lesson. The next day
when the fox goes to the stork’s house for dinner, the stork treats the fox to a tall jar of
soup. The fox goes home hungry and realises its mistake.
First English translation of Paola Masino’s Nascita e morte della massaia, her most
controversial novel that provoked Fascist censorship for its critical portrayal of marriage and
motherhood.
"In the nineteenth century a new type of mystic emerged in Catholic Europe. While cases of
stigmatisation had been reported since the thirteenth century, this era witnessed the
development of the 'stigmatic': young women who attracted widespread interest thanks to the
appearance of physical stigmata. To understand the popularity of these stigmatics we need to
regard them as the 'saints' and religious 'celebrities' of their time. With their 'miraculous'
bodies, they fit contemporary popular ideas (if not necessarily those of the Church) of what
sanctity was. As knowledge about them spread via modern media and their fame became
marketable, they developed into religious 'celebrities'"-Just the mention of mathematics is enough to strike fear into the hearts of many, yet without it,
the human race couldn't be where it is today. By exploring the subject through its 50 key
insights--from the simple (the number one) and the subtle (the invention of zero) to the
sophisticated (proving Fermat's last theorem)--this book shows how mathematics has changed
the way we look at the world around us.
With nearly 400 scores to his credit, Ennio Morricone is one of the most prolific and influential
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film composers working today. In Composing for the Cinema, Morricone and musicologist
Sergio Miceli present a series of lectures on the composition and analysis of film music.
Adapted from several lectures and seminars, these lessons show how sound design can be
analyzed and offer a variety of musical solutions to many different kinds of film. Drawing upon
scores by himself and others, the composer also provides insight into his relationships with
many of the directors with whom he has collaborated, including Sergio Leone, Giuseppe
Tornatore, Franco Zeffirelli, Warren Beatty, Ridley Scott, Roland Joffé, the Taviani Brothers,
and others. Delivered in a conversational mode that is both comprehensible and interesting,
this groundbreaking work intertwines analysis with practical details of film music composition.
An innovative volume of fifteen interdisciplinary essays at the nexus of material culture,
performance studies, and game theory, Playthings in Early Modernity emphasizes the rules of
the game(s) as well as the breaking of those rules. Thus, the titular "plaything" is understood
as both an object and a person, and play, in the early modern world, is treated not merely as a
pastime, a leisurely pursuit, but as a pivotal part of daily life, a strategic psychosocial endeavor.
The little flower king is lonely. His garden full of colorful tulips should cheer him u, butt he longs
for a princess to enjoy it with him. Where can she be? Kveta Pacovská's uniquely vibrant
illustrations weave a magical spell in small, sweet treasure of a book.

After discovering the true nature of the One Ring, Bilbo Baggins entrusts it to the
care of his young cousin, Frodo, who is charged with bringing about its
destruction and thus foiling the plans of the Dark Lord.
As they look forward to the New York City Marathon in which their friend Mr. B.
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will run, the Vanderbeeker children learn that one of their good friends is
homeless.
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